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opportunities in their area. PocketListings.net also
helps agents funnel traffic to their personal websites,
as well as easily share listings through Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and other social media
applications.

“We give agents the opportunity to get a ton of
exposure for their posts,” Clark says.

An agent has incredible flexibility, since not
nearly as much information is required as on
MLS. The site doesn’t list days on market or
history of price reductions, both of which are
commonly used to lowball a seller. Agents can opt
to add exhaustive information, including photos,
or list just enough to spark interest and prompt a
phone call, enabling agents to do what they do
best—sell the property by getting people through
the door.

“We know that getting exposure for your clients is
the most important thing to marketing a property for
sale, so we’re going to get that for agents,” Clark
says. “But if they choose to market a property more
quietly, we give them that option, too.”

The site benefits everyone involved in a transaction,
Clark says. The buyer gets a property, the seller gets
exposure but maintains privacy, the agents earn a
commission, and even the insurance companies,
lenders, and title agencies see a profit. Local MLS
services can even benefit by working with
PocketListings.net to encourage their members to
post withdrawn, expired, pre-market and coming
soon listings on the site.

The only difference is that, instead of hearing
about a pocket listing at a networking breakfast or
through their brokerage’s internal e-mail loop,
agents now have access to off-list properties across
geographic lines, and have the opportunity to work
with people they might otherwise never have met.
This turns simple referral bonuses into full
fledged commission checks—something every
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As every successful agent knows, nothing is more
valuable than personal connections. This is
especially true in a market where non-MLS pocket
listings are proliferating. The only way to know
about these hidden gems is to make a connection
with another agent.

Unfortunately, there are only so many hours in the
day, and so many networking events a person can
attend.

Alexander Clark, a consistent top performer in the
San Francisco market with more than 10 years
under his belt, is fully aware of the value of time
and relationships. After moving to a new brokerage
and losing all of the off-market leads from his
previous company, he decided that there had to be
a way to broaden his circle of associates. He wanted
to increase his chances of finding both off-market
property for sale, and buyers looking for something
beyond what is available on the MLS.

Clark created PocketListings.net, a website and
social media utility that puts agents in virtual
contact with other agents, in any city, any state,
any time of the day.

“We provide an online place for licensed real
estate professionals to market not-on-MLS real
estate opportunities,” Clark says. “Principals can
also search for such opportunities themselves.”

Clark calls the site Google meets Craigslist meets
Match.com. It is like a matchmaking service for
real estate deals.

The site makes not-on-MLS properties accessible to
any agent, creating hundreds or even thousands of
new contacts and potential commissions. Agents can
post buyer needs and also list their clients’ properties
on the site, maintaining whatever level of privacy
they choose. Each post is fed to the company’s
Twitter page at twitter.com/pocketlistings, enabling
the Twitter-savvy to see real time off-market
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agent is happy to have. The site puts every agent
in the loop as to the entire picture of available
properties and buyers in the market.

Clark and his team have implemented safeguards
to protect the interests of the agents and their
clients who use PocketListings.net.

“Only licensed real estate professionals can
become members of our site and post to it,” he
says. “We do not have any FSBOs, and every post
on our site is made by a licensed real estate
professional. However, the public can browse
listings that members have chosen to make public,
but they cannot see posts the other agents have
listed as ‘members only.’”

The site does not publish addresses, unless the
agent chooses to do so—another feature that
prevents agents from being cut out of their own
deal. The site empowers agents to make their own
choices and set parameters specific to each client.

“The current way of marketing property is very
autocratic and forced,” Clark says. “Our system
allows agents to get more control of their listings.
It affords them more power to market the property
as they see fit, get people in the door and negotiate

price, terms and commission with serious buyers
and sellers.”

Posts expire after 30 days, which keeps content
fresh, Clark says. The ability to save search
criteria, and the matching feature pairing sellers
(pocket listings) with posted buyer needs is a time
saver for busy agents. The site operates on a
subscription basis. Anyone can browse public
listings for free, but only licensed real estate agents
may join the site, at a rate of $4.95 per month. This
allows them to post properties and client wish lists,
as well as see private content on the site.

“It’s less than the cost of a cocktail, for potentially
thousands of dollars in commission,” Clark says.
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